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ABSTRACT
Based on the Spark big data analysis platform, using Yarn management resource scheduling problem, using Hbase
as the storage mode of distributed data. Through the mass of car data, dig out the key factors that affect the safety
of car performance, and show in the form of visualization. An effective scheme is put forward for the maintenance
and fault detection of the user's vehicle. The experimental results show that the analysis method based on Spark
platform can quickly, effectively and accurately analyze the key information and play a guiding and analytical role
for users.
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1.

Introduction

In the process of maintenance of the vehicle, a large amount of data will be
generated, but the data cannot collate statistics to guide the future
situation. And the maintenance of complex and large amount of data
characteristics, the traditional data processing methods have been unable
to meet the needs of the development of the vehicle industry [1-4]. With
the development of cloud computing and big data, it is more advanced and
reliable, which provides an effective solution for the vehicle industry.
Using cloud computing and data mining technology, the scattered and
unstructured data generated in the vehicle market is stored and excavated,
and the specific analysis and calculation are carried out at any time [5].
Through cloud computing and big data technology, you can analyze and
predict the data generated the vehicle market, will make the enterprise
decision-making more accurate, release more hidden value after the
vehicle market.
2.

DATA HANDLING PLATFORM

The data processing platform is built with spark+yarn+hbase mode, which
can deal with a large number of vehicle data effectively and quickly.

HBase is a built on HDFS distributed column storage system development
based on Google Big Table model, a typical key/value system. It is
characterized by a large scale, a table can have tens of billions of rows,
millions of columns, each row has a sorted primary key and any number
of columns, columns can be dynamically increased according to the needs
of the same table in different rows can have a different column. It has the
advantages of large data storage, large amount of data and high
concurrency operation, and it is very simple to read and write data
random read and write operations. It has good fault tolerance and
scalability, and can be extended to hundreds of nodes.
3.

SYSTEM DESIGN

3.1

Data preprocessing and analysis

Due to uncontrollable factors that may occur, data missing, data errors.
Need to pretreatment of the input information to ensure that the input
information standards, reliable, convenient for post-processing and
analysis to ensure the accuracy of the results.
Example of vehicle data:

2.1 Spark

Table 1: Vehicle Data

Apache Spark is a big data processing framework. It is fast, easy to use and
can complex analysis. Spark allows program developers to use DAG to
develop complex multi-step data pipelines. It also supports memory data
sharing, so that different jobs can process the same data [6]. Spark runs on
the existing Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) to provide additional
enhancements. It supports the Hadoop V2 YARN cluster.
2.2 Yarn
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YARN is a resource management system in Hadoop 2, and YARN is still a
Master/Slave structure in general. In the framework of resource
management, Resource Manager as Master, Node Manager as Slave, and
Resource Manager is responsible for the unified management and
scheduling of resources on each Node Manager [7]. The advantage, you run
many kinds of frameworks over YARN, and it can manage and distribute
the resource of frameworks. Make them share a cluster, which can greatly
reduce operation and maintenance costs and hardware costs.
2.3 Hbase
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Figure 1: Spark Cloud Platform
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The figure is the statistics of the 100,000 data, respectively, calculated the
number of different models appear the number of issues. The use of the
Algorithm1: Calculate the number of deviation of the parameters of the
platform 100,000 data calculation time of 1 minute, the calculation results
same model
as shown. Through this method, a large number of possible shortcomings
of different brands can be quickly counted.
Table 2: Algorithm1
5. CONCLUSION
Algorithm1
This paper puts forward the analysis of mass vehicle data based on Spark
Input fault vehicle detection data
platform. Under this platform, it can quickly and reliably analyze and
Use filter() to filter data with vehicle problem 1
process the vehicle data according to the existing data in Hbase, and get
Use map() to set key= vehicle model, value= vehicle problem
the expected results quickly. Has a certain degree of scalability, can dig out
Use reducebykey() to increase the number of vehicles appearing on the
more effective data and information, and plays a guiding role for vehicle
same road condition
maintenance in the future.
Loops Step2, 3, 4.
Output the number of vehicle problems according to different types of
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3.3

Methodology

Algorithm2: The influence of driving distance on vehicle problem based
on spark
Table 2: Algorithm2
Algorithm2
Input fault vehicle detection data
Use map() to set key= distance, value= vehicle problem
Use sortByKey () to sort by travel distance
Use distinct() to remove duplicate data from vehicles
Output data using map(), map set key= vehicle problem value=1
Use reducebykey() to increase the number of occurrences
Output the Influence of driving distance on different vehicle problems
4.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Analysis of vehicle parameters affected by vehicle type
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